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Modern scientific investigations show that Earth has been hit many times by objects such as comets

and meteorites. Laboratory work on comet impact effects demonstrates that comets could cause

tidal waves to exceed three miles tall and near 400 miles per hour. In the last 10,000 years, there

have been two impacts of such proportion: a seven-fold impact into all the world's oceans around

7640 B.C., and a single impact into the Mediterranean Sea about 3150 B.C., the time of Noah's

Flood. Uriel's Machine proves ancient Europeans not only survived the 7640 B.C. flood, but

developed a highly advanced civilization dedicated to predicting and preparing for future meteoric

impacts. Building an international network of sophisticated astronomical observatories, these

ancient astronomers created accurate solar, lunar, and planetary calendars, measured the diameter

of the Earth, and precisely predicted comet collisions years in advance. This was the true purpose

of megalithic structures such as Stonehenge. In 3150 B.C., the ancients' predictions proved true,

and their device -- Uriel's Machine -- allowed the reconstruction of civilization in a shattered

world.Uriel's Machine also presents evidence that: -There was a single global language on Earth -A

single female was a common ancestor to all living humans -Angels bred with human women to

create The Watchers, giant half-human beings -The oral tradition of Freemasonry records real

events A fascinating study of humankind's past, present, and future, Uriel's Machine proves the

world was indeed flooded, but survived wholly due to these ancient Europeans, their heavenly

knowledge, and one remarkable machine.
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This is a fascinating book, much more so than "The Second Messiah", which took the authors off on

something of a tangent from the study of the origins of Freemasonry that they had started with "The

Hiram Key". "Uriel's Machine" brings together evidence from archaeology, ancient oral traditions,

the Apochrypha, Masonic rituals and other sources to show how people living over 10,000 years

ago may have been in possession of quite sophisticated knowledge of the movement of stars and

other astral bodies such as comets, and how this information has come down to us by way of

diverse sources including the layout of megalithic sites and the Book of Enoch. It will be interesting

to see how many of their theories will be adopted in time by mainstream academia, which typically

concentrates on very narrow, specialized areas of research, as opposed to the cross-disciplinary

approach that the authors use. Their work in many aspects is reminiscent of the books of Imanuel

Velikovsky back in the 1950's, which were almost universally denigrated by the academic

community for their unorthodox ideas, but which subsequently were proved to be correct in several

important areas. I was also interested to see that the authors have been able to encourage the

establishment of a chair of historical research into Freemasonry at the University of Sheffield in the

U.K., a step which apparently in being supported by British Freemasons, and which will hopefully

help to dispel some of the more bizarre myths about Freemasonry, and bring them more into the

mainstream as far as their contributions to our culture and belief systems are concerned.I'll look

forward to Knight and Lomax's next book with eager anticipation.

A revised version of events in the development of human civilisation is proposed, illuminated by the

latest evidence and intelligent new ideas.Using their insider's view of Freemasonry, and several

years of research, the authors analyse ancient traditions in order to expose fascinating novel

insights into key stages in human history. The topics presented are thoroughly researched, and the

arguments are objective, logical, structured, clearly presented and easy to follow. There is an

intelligent balance of detail and relevance in the information presented.Substantial scientific data are

cited to support the case that the biblical flood was an authentic historical event, with a clearly

identified cause dated to the relevant period, and global cataclysmic effects that can still readily be

seen today. An impressive ancient understanding of geometry, astronomy, navigation, the

measurement of time, and other sciences, is revealed in the legacy of our distant ancestors.

Persuasive documentary and archaeological proof is presented, together with interesting anecdotal

evidence, to suggest how pre-historic wisdom was acquired and carefully handed down by secret

organisations. An intriguing series of events are described, from the knowledge taught to Enoch by



the angel Uriel, through the construction of megalithic monuments, to the creation and shaping of

nations and religions, and the formation of modern secret societies - even the mysterious agenda of

the New World Order. The book culminates in some astonishing observations on the influence of

ancient traditions on today's modern civilisation. Royal and aristocratic bloodlines are traced back to

high-priests from the ancient middle-east.
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